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In order to theoretically examine electrical transport, including the effects of semi-core orbitals, we propose a
submatrix inversion approach within the framework of Green’s function method. The efficiency and reliability of
the proposed approach is investigated for a model system of a Au6 linear chain between Au(001) surfaces using the
BPW91 functional and a modified LANL2MB basis set. For the energy integration of Green’s function, the large
integral window ranging from -116 eV to EF (= -5.0 eV) is successfully converted into three small windows [-116 eV,
-106 eV], [-67 eV, -55 eV], and [-15 eV, EF ]. The computation time of the submatrix inversion approach is faster
by about 40% than that for the full-matrix inversion. At the same time, excellent agreement of the computational
results between the submatrix and full-matrix inversion is achieved. Further, we propose a new quantity that is
useful to determine an appropriate submatrix size. [DOI: 10.1380/ejssnt.2006.484]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, various tools and techniques such as scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM), atomic force microscopy
(AFM), and the break junction technique have enabled
the manipulation of materials at the atomic scale. They
yield, for example, nanosized junctions consisting of
atomic or molecular wires, which have been extensively in-
vestigated as building blocks of nano-devices. For atomic
wires, measurements of the electrical conductance have
been successfully performed so far: gold atomic wires, for
instance, show a conductance of about 1.0 G0 [1–3], where
G0 is the quantum unit of conductance 2e2/h. This re-
sult is supported by many theoretical calculations based
on the density functional theory (DFT) which lead to
an understanding of the transport mechanism [4–7]. On
the contrary, for electrical conductance measurements of
molecular wires, many problems remain to be clarified,
though several measurements and calculations have been
carried out. One of the significant problems is a large dis-
crepancy between measured and calculated conductances
(e.g., the benzene dithiolate system [4, 8–13]). There are
many possible origins of this discrepancy. In experimental
measurements, it is difficult to determine the number of
molecules attached to electrodes and the sites on which
molecules are adsorbed [8, 9]. In theoretical studies on
the other hand, the models adopted for computations are
often too simplistic when compared to experimental situ-
ations. The validity of DFT for electrical transport may
also be questionable in some cases [13].

Stimulated by the above situation, many groups have
been creating and improving computational methods and
programs to examine electrical transport through molec-
ular wires [14–17]. We have also carried out studies [18–
21], adopting the Green’s function method and incorpo-
rating the method with the ab initio program GAUSSIAN
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[22]. The use of GAUSSIAN may have advantages, since
the program has a sophisticated implementation of DFT.
It also includes implementation of methods beyond DFT
such as time-dependent DFT and configuration interac-
tions.

Several groups have already studied electrical trans-
port using GAUSSIAN with the Green’s function method
[4, 5]. They adopted the DFT method, and considered
nano-contact systems composed of gold electrodes and
a single molecule for their investigations. However, the
use of GAUSSIAN is often inefficient to study electrical
transport of nano-contact systems including heavy atoms.
Since the basis sets with effective core potentials for heavy
atoms supported in GAUSSIAN involve semi-core states
which are located far below the Fermi level (for exam-
ple, the orbital energies of 5s and 5p states of gold in
LANL2MB or LANL2DZ [23–25] are about -111 and -61
eV, respectively), the energy integration of Green’s func-
tion requires heavy computation. To overcome this dif-
ficulty, in the present work, we use Green’s function in
terms of molecular orbitals to find a reasonable contour
path for energy integration, and we propose the subma-
trix inversion approach to reduce the computation time,
especially for the semi-core or core states. In addition, the
efficiency and reliability of the proposed approach are con-
firmed for a model system of a Au6 linear chain between
Au surfaces. In the following sections, we use the term
core states for 5s and 5p states of gold for convenience.

II. METHOD

A. Green’s function in terms of molecular orbitals

Figure 1 shows the model system composed of Au(001)
surfaces and a Au6 linear chain. For the investigation of
electrical transport through two electrodes, the system is
typically divided into three regions; the left electrode, the
scattering region, and the right electrode. According to
Green’s function method for electrical transport [26], the
transport property of the system is represented in terms of
Green’s function of the scattering region, which is written
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FIG. 1: Au64 cluster including an Au6 linear chain. The atoms
included in the scattering region are depicted as red and the
atoms within the electrodes are black. The distance between
neighboring atoms is fixed to be 2.88 Å. The electronic popu-
lations of the numbered atoms are analyzed in the latter part
of this study.

as

G(E) = [ES − F − ΣL − ΣR]−1, (1)

where S and F are the overlap and Fock matrices of the
scattering region, respectively [4, 5]. The couplings be-
tween the scattering region and electrodes are taken into
account through the self energy Σ. The self energy is rep-
resented in terms of Green’s function of the electrodes and
non-diagonal elements of ES − F between the scattering
region and electrodes. To obtain Green’s function of elec-
trodes, we adopted the surface Green’s function method
(decimation technique) [27]. In this study, the matrices
required to calculate Green’s function of the scattering
region were obtained with the BPW91 functional [28, 29]
and a modified LANL2MB basis set. The modification
of the basis set was done to eliminate the most diffusive
atomic orbital (AO) from the original LANL2MB since
the diffusive AO causes difficulty in numerical integration
of Green’s function. Although the basis set modification
involves an important physical meaning, the final con-
clusions reported in this study are not affected by the
modification. Thus, we do not describe the details of the
modified LANL2MB basis set.

When the system is in an equilibrium state, the density
matrix of the scattering region can be calculated as

ρ = − 1
π

Im
∫ EF

−∞
G(E)dE. (2)

On the other hand, if the system is in a nonequilibrium
state, we must use the nonequilibrium Green’s function
instead of the equilibrium Green’s function [26]. However,
the following approach for core states is not significantly
affected by the difference between the two states, and we
thus focus our attention on the equilibrium Green’s func-
tion method.

In the energy integral of Eq. (2), a complex contour is
very useful because the number of energy points for the
integration is significantly reduced compared to the num-
ber of energy points using the path along the real axis [30].
We can see this situation from Fig. 2 in which the imagi-
nary part of Green’s function (−1/πTr[ImG]) is shown on
the complex energy plane. If we choose the red path for
the energy integration, we need many energy points (i.e.,
a fine mesh) since the variations of the imaginary part of
Green’s function along the real axis are very large. The
large variations along the real axis are caused due to the

FIG. 2: Complex energy plane mapping of the imaginary part
of Green’s function for the system shown in Fig. 1. The color
bar shows the values of the imaginary part of Green’s function
on the complex energy plane. The red line is the integral path
along the real axis and the yellow one is a contour path. The
poles of Green’s function are concentrated in the region from
-1 to -6 eV below the Fermi level.

fact that Green’s function of Eq. (1) has poles just below
the real axis (the lower-half complex energy plane). On
the other hand, the yellow contour will reduce the number
of energy points because the variations in the imaginary
part of Green’s function are very small along the complex
contour. This is a significant advantage of the Green’s
function method.

When we only have to consider valence states, the com-
plex contour shown in Fig. 2 is adequate. However, this
is not the case when we have to consider core states ex-
plicitly. For example, let us consider the complex contour
for gold systems including core states. When a typical
basis set with effective core potentials such as LANL2MB
or LANL2DZ is adopted, 5s, 5p, 5d, 6s, and 6p AOs are
explicitly taken into account in the calculations for gold.
Since 5s AO is located at -111 eV, we have to integrate
Green’s function in the energy window of [-116 eV, EF

(= -5.0 eV)] (Fig. 3(A)). This integration will however be
an extremely laborious task since the energy range of the
integration is very large. To avoid this difficulty, the di-
vision of the contour path as shown in Fig. 3(B) is useful
and practical. The effective energy windows in the divided
contour are [-116 eV, -106 eV], [-67 eV, -55 eV], and [-15
eV, EF ]. Note that the divided contour must contain all
poles of Green’s function, otherwise the computed elec-
tron density using Eq. (2) will significantly deviate from
the neutral state of the system, leading to incorrect results
not consistent with the associated physics.

Here, the question arises as to how the divided contour
can be obtained. If every value of Green’s function on the
complex energy plane can be calculated over the whole re-
gion of [-116 eV, EF ] (i.e., the mapping of Green’s func-
tion), we will obtain a reliable divided contour because
the positions of poles in Green’s function are a good mea-
sure to construct the divided contour. Such a compu-
tation, however, is essentially impractical because of the
heavy computation required using infinitely large num-
bers of energy points. Hence, we convert Green’s function
in terms of AOs to the one in terms of molecular orbitals
(MOs). This enables us to construct the divided contour
without mapping Green’s function on the complex energy
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FIG. 3: (A) Non-divided (blue) and (B) divided (red) contours
in the complex energy plane. The electronic states for 5s and
5p states are computed using the contours for [-116 eV, -106
eV] and [-67 eV, -55 eV], respectively.

plane, such as shown in Fig. 2. Transformation using an
eigenvector C which satisfies FC = SCE leads to Green’s
function in terms of MOs G̃(E) as

G(E) = C
[ 1
C+[ES − F− ΣL − ΣR]C

]
C+ = CG̃(E)C+.

(3)

Since vector C does not depend on energy E, we can write
the energy integral of Eq. (2) as

ρ = − 1
π

ImC

[∫ EF

−∞
G̃(E)dE

]
C+. (4)

Using the relation C+SC = 1, G̃(E) can be represented

as

G̃(E) = [E1− F̃ − Σ̃L − Σ̃R]−1, (5)

where F̃ and Σ̃ are the Fock and self-energy matrices in
terms of MOs, respectively. Since F̃ is already diagonal,
the eigenvalues of F̃ are a good guide for the estimation
of the positions of poles in Green’s function. In addition,
the real and imaginary parts of the diagonal elements of Σ̃
indicate level-shifting and level-broadening of each eigen-
level respectively. We therefore construct the divided con-
tour from these eigenvalues of F̃ and diagonal elements of
Σ̃, as shown in Fig. 3 (B).

B. Submatrix inversion approach

As mentioned above, F̃ in Eq. (5) is a diagonal ma-
trix, and thus we can readily distinguish between core and
valence states from the values of the diagonal elements.
When the energy separation between core and valence
states is very large, a submatrix in [E1 − F̃ − Σ̃] is suf-
ficient to calculate Green’s function in Eq. (5). Here, we
have dropped the indices L and R of Σ̃ for simplicity. For
example, when we just focus on the core states (5s and 5p
states), the submatrix including only the core states in F̃
and the corresponding self-energy submatrix are used to
obtain Green’s function for the core states. The division
of the full-matrix in Eq. (5) into submatrices is defined as

[E1 − F̃− Σ̃]−1 =
(

E1− F̃c − Σ̃c −Σ̃cv

−Σ̃vc E1− F̃v − Σ̃v

)−1

, (6)

where indices c and v mean core and valence, respectively.
That is, the submatrix we have to consider for the core
states is [E1 − F̃c − Σ̃c]. Assuming that the interactions
between the core and valence states (i.e., Σ̃cv and Σ̃vc) are
negligible, we can invert this submatrix separately. This
approach reduces the computation time for the matrix
inversion in Eq. (5).

Since the reliability of this approach depends on how
small the interactions between the core and valence states
are, the division into c and v shown in Eq. (6) may lead
to large numerical errors in the case that the interactions
between the core and valence states are large. However,
it is possible to avoid this difficulty by extending the size
of the submatrix in the manner proposed below.

First, we have to examine whether the perturbation
caused by the valence states is large. One may think
that the matrix elements of self energy Σ̃cv are useful
to determine the magnitude of the interactions between
the core and valence states. However, we found that the
matrix elements cannot be a good measure since some of
the elements of Σ̃cv are often large even when the division
in Eq. (6) is successful. We thus have to investigate the
perturbation of Green’s function caused by the valence

states in a straightforward way. The perturbation to the
self energy of the core states from the valence states can
be written as

Σ′
v = Σ̃cv[E1 − F̃v − Σ̃v]−1Σ̃vc. (7)

Note that the matrix inversion [E1 − F̃c − Σ̃c − Σ′
v]

−1

includes interactions from the valence state perfectly, and
thus yields results which are the same as computed from
the full-matrix in Eq. (6). On the other hand, the com-
puted Green’s function of the core states G̃c(≡ [E1 −
F̃c − Σ̃c]−1) can provide the perturbation effect within
the Born approximation as G̃cΣ′

vG̃c. Considering the fact
that the imaginary part of Green’s function corresponds
to the density matrix (see Eq. (2)), we define a quantity
ρBorn, which represents the perturbation of the density
matrix, as

ρBorn(E) = − 1
π

Tr[ImG̃c(E)Σ′
v(E)G̃c(E)]. (8)

As we show in the next section, ρBorn turns out to be a
good measure for the valid division into c and v in Eq. (6).
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The typical steps in Green’s function method to in-
vestigate transport properties are as follows. (1) Self-
consistent field (SCF) calculation using electron density
computed from Green’s function to determine the elec-
tronic states, and (2) calculation of the transmission func-
tion using the converged Green’s function after the first
step [26]. Although the final target of this study is the cal-
culation of transport properties, we focused our attention
on the first step to confirm the reliability of the submatrix
inversion approach. We thus calculated the Mülliken pop-
ulations for the gold system shown in Fig. 1. To compare
our results with the correct results, we also calculated the
Mülliken populations from the full-matrix of Green’s func-
tion in Eq. (6), which we call full-matrix inversion. In this
study, the Mülliken populations obtained from the first it-
eration of the SCF procedure in Green’s function method
are presented. That is, the matrix inversion with S and F
obtained for the Au64 cluster (Fig. 1) using GAUSSIAN
is performed to calculate the Mülliken populations. If the
efficiency and reliability of the present approach cannot
be confirmed even in the first iteration of SCF, this ap-
proach cannot be applied to the calculation including the
SCF procedure. In addition, results without the effects of
SCF are suitable to analyze the properties of the present
approach. Hence the results from the first iteration of
SCF are analyzed as the first step.

Table I shows the computed Mülliken populations of
gold atoms and cpu times in the energy window of [-116
eV, -106 eV], which corresponds to the region of the 5s
states. We considered five sizes of the submatrix; the ma-
trix sizes of Submatrices (A), (B), (C), (D), and (E) are
32, 90, 128, 158, and 190, respectively. Since the scat-
tering region is composed of 32 gold atoms, the subma-
trix, including 32 poles from the 5s states, is at least re-
quired. This minimum submatrix is Submatrix (A), while
Submatrix (B) includes 5p states located below -60.4 eV,
together with the 5s states. The 5s and 5p states are
completely included in Submatrix (C), and valence states
located below -11.0 and -9.5 eV are added further in Sub-
matrices (D) and (E), respectively. The size of the full-
matrix is 448. As we anticipated in the previous section,
the computation time of the submatrix inversion is faster
by about 40% than that for the full-matrix inversion as
shown in Table I. In addition, the submatrix inversions of
(A), (B), and (C) show excellent agreement with the full-
matrix inversion. This result means that the interactions
between the core (5s and 5p) and valence (5d, 6s, and
6p) are small. On the other hand, submatrix inversions
(D) and (E) cannot provide reasonable results especially
for Au(1). This is despite the fact that these submatrices
include more states (i.e., valence states). The largest dif-
ference in (D) is about 0.1 e. This discrepancy indicates
that if the inclusion of valence states into the core subma-
trix is performed in a wrong manner (i.e., using a wrong
balance of inclusion), numerical errors will become large.
This is the difficulty involved in the submatrix inversion
approach.

However, we can avoid this difficulty by looking at
ρBorn defined in the previous section. Figure 4(A) shows
the computed ρBorn along the complex contour within the

TABLE I: Computed Mülliken populations of gold atoms and
cpu times for the full-matrix and submatrix inversion ap-
proaches. The energy window of integration is [-116 eV, -106
eV], which corresponds to the region of 5s states. The number
in parenthesis indicates the position of gold shown in Fig. 1.

Method Au(1) Au(2) Au(3) Au(4) CPU time (sec)

Full-matrix 1.994 1.998 1.995 1.995 414
Submatrix(A) 1.996 1.998 1.995 1.995 243
Submatrix(B) 1.995 1.998 1.995 1.995 245
Submatrix(C) 1.995 1.998 1.995 1.995 248
Submatrix(D) 1.900 1.993 1.994 1.995 251
Submatrix(E) 1.940 1.990 1.995 1.995 259

TABLE II: Computed Mülliken populations of gold atoms
and cpu times for the full-matrix and submatrix inversion ap-
proaches. The integrated energy window is [-67 eV, -55 eV],
which corresponds to the region of 5p states.

Method Au(1) Au(2) Au(3) Au(4) CPU time (sec)

Full-matrix 5.981 5.990 5.988 5.987 436
Submatrix(A) 5.991 5.990 5.988 5.987 260
Submatrix(B) 5.981 5.990 5.988 5.987 264
Submatrix(C) 5.985 5.991 5.988 5.987 269
Submatrix(D) 5.989 5.986 5.988 5.987 291

energy window of [-116 eV, -106 eV]. The values of ρBorn

in submatrix inversions (A) and (B) are quite small at ev-
ery position on the contour, whereas those in (D) and (E)
are quite large, indicating that the divisions of the full-
matrix in (D) and (E) are not good from the viewpoint of
the perturbation theory. These behaviors of ρBorn’s are
consistent with the results in Table I. However, we have
an exception, Submatrix(C), in which ρBorn is somewhat
large, but the computed Mülliken population shows excel-
lent agreement with the full-matrix inversion. Thus, we
have to find a threshold for ρBorn leading to reasonable
results. This issue will be studied further in future work.

Table II shows the computed Mülliken populations and
cpu times in the energy window of [-67 eV, -55 eV], which
corresponds to the region of the 5p states. Here, we con-
sidered four sizes of the submatrix; the matrix sizes (A),
(B), (C), and (D) are 128, 158, 190, and 250, respectively.
Submatrix (A) includes 5s and 5p states completely, while
Submatrices (B), (C), and (D) include valence states lo-
cated below -11.0, -9.5, and -8.2 eV, respectively. In com-
parison with the full-matrix inversion, the four types of
submatrix inversion provide good results. Since the corre-
sponding values of ρBorn are small, as shown in Fig. 4(B),
it can be stated that ρBorn is a good measure also for the
5p states. The largest difference of the Mülliken popula-
tion is 0.01 e for Au(1) in Submatrix(A). This difference
is improved in other submatrices. In addition, computa-
tion time is reduced in the submatrix inversion as well
as in the case of 5s states. Although the threshold of
ρBorn leading to reasonable results must be investigated
further, we can conclude that the quantity ρBorn involves
important information which enables us to know the ap-
propriate division into c and v in Eq. (6).

The shielding of the corresponding nuclear charges for
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FIG. 4: Computed values of ρBorn at the mesh points along
the contours of (A) [-116 eV, -106 eV] and (B) [-67 eV, -55
eV].

the 5s and 5p states is almost complete as shown in Ta-
bles I and II. Hence, the effects from the core states on
transport properties, which are in general dominated by
the valence states, will be small in the gold system con-
sidered here. However, a system in which the energy in-
terval between the core and valence states is small will
show significant contribution of the core states for trans-
port properties. In fact, the modulation of the valence

band structure caused by the core states is reported for
a perovskite structure that includes Ti [31]. In addition,
the magnetic susceptibility is not adequately described
without core states in semiconductors [32], indicating that
transport properties of semiconductors under an applied
magnetic field must be calculated by including core states.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a submatrix inversion approach for
electrical transport within the framework of the Green’s
function method incorporated with the GAUSSIAN ab
initio program. We have also proposed a Green’s func-
tion method in terms of molecular orbitals which leads
to a reliable contour path in the integration of Green’s
function. The efficiency and reliability of the proposed
approaches were examined for a Au6 linear chain between
Au(001) surfaces, using BPW91 density functional with
a modified LANL2MB basis set which supplies 5s, 5p,
5d, 6s, and 6p atomic orbitals for a gold atom. For this
model, the integration of Green’s function must be per-
formed in the energy window of [-116 eV, EF ] in conven-
tional approaches, while in the proposed approach, the
window is successfully converted into smaller windows of
[-116 eV, -106 eV], [-67 eV, -55 eV], and [-15 eV, EF ]. In
these windows, we can invert a small submatrix instead
of the full-matrix to obtain the whole Green’s function.
The reduction in computation time by performing the in-
version of a small submatrix instead of the full-matrix is
about 40% for both cases of 5s and 5p states. At the same
time, we also achieved excellent quantitative agreement of
the Mülliken populations with the full-matrix approach.
Further, we proposed a new quantity which is useful to
determine an appropriate size of the submatrix.

Since conventional approaches for electrical transport
do not include core states, this submatrix inversion ap-
proach for core states will be a useful tool to investigate
the effects of the core states on transport properties. In
addition, this approach may also be useful to investigate
photocurrent systems induced by the excitation of core
electrons.
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